Experiments on an array of 64 globally coupled chaotic electrochemical oscillators were carried out. The array is heterogeneous due to small variations in the properties of the electrodes and there is also a small amount of noise. Over some ranges of the coupling parameter, dynamical clustering was observed. The precision-dependent cluster configuration is analyzed using hierarchical cluster trees. The cluster configurations varied with time: spontaneous changes of number of clusters and their configurations were detected. Simple transitions occurred with the switch of a single element or groups of elements. During more complicated transitions subclusters were exchanged among clusters but original cluster configurations were revisited. At weaker coupling the system itinerated among lower-dimensional quasistationary chaotic two-cluster states and higher-dimensional states with many clusters. In this region the transitions showed characteristics of on-off intermittency. Coupling of chaotic oscillators can lead to dynamical clustering where elements spontaneously differentiate into groups of synchronized oscillators. When the clusters are stable the system remains in a stationary state. However, the number of clusters can also vary with time and thus the system alternates between high-and lowdimensional states as the number of clusters varies. The formation of dynamical clusters has been used to explain biological and ecological networks. Itinerancy among states of different complexity has relevance to the interpretation of dynamic neural activities. Here we present results on spontaneous dynamical differentiation, or clustering, in a model experimental system, viz., a set of globally coupled chaotic electrochemical oscillators. The system, as many experimental systems, has a certain amount of heterogeneity and noise. The clustering is followed as a function of time. We show the existence of both simple and complex transitions among cluster states in which the system itinerates between two-cluster states and manycluster states.
I. INTRODUCTION
The behavior of complex, high-dimensional systems constitutes a recent research interest in several fields including physics, chemistry, and biology. In many examples, individual sites with periodic or chaotic dynamics interact with each other. The length scale of interaction or coupling can range from local through long range to global. Global coupling has received considerable theoretical interest. [1] [2] [3] [4] On one hand, mean-field approximations provide a convenient tool to describe the collective behavior of the system. On the other hand, the influence of global coupling on spatiotemporal pattern formation is often important in biological and chemical reacting systems. For example, in gas-solid systems, mixing in the gas phase produces a global coupling because a consumption of reactants or the production of products at one location causes changes in conditions at all locations of the system. [5] [6] [7] Global constraints such as temperature control can also result in global coupling. 8 In electrochemical systems, the coupling is typically long range and the length scale depends on cell geometry. 9 The strength of global coupling affects the types of observed collective behavior. The addition of weak global coupling to nonidentical periodic and chaotic oscillators with a frequency distribution can produce coherence.
1,2,4,10-14 Coherence has importance in engineering applications, e.g., in microwave communication, 15 high-power laser devices, 16 and potentially in digital logic circuitry. 17 In chaotic systems, weak coupling can induce nontrivial collective behavior in which the averaged quantities show variations qualitatively different from those of local ones. 18, 19 With strong coupling of identical ͑and nonidentical͒ chaotic oscillators, spontaneous dynamical differentiation or clustering can be observed. 3, 20, 21 All the elements in a cluster follow the same chaotic trajectory, but each cluster has its own dynamics. Large numbers of cluster configurations are possible. At coupling strengths below that at which stable clustering with a small number of clusters occurs, chaotic itinerancy has been found. 3, [22] [23] [24] In chaotic itinerancy an orbit successively itinerates over attractor ruins, quasistationary states with effectively low degrees of freedom. 24 -27 The effective degrees of freedom are determined by the number of clusters. 3 In chaotic cluster itinerancy there is intermittent self-organization to cluster states and decomposition to disordered, many-cluster configurations.
The rich behavior of cluster dynamics has been extensively studied in coupled maps, 3, [20] [21] [22] 28, 29 ordinary differential equations, [30] [31] [32] and in neural network models. 33 Size, pe-riodicity, and stability of clusters have been investigated theoretically and in simulations. 34 -40 It has been shown that stable clusters can prevail in the presence of weak noise. 31 The relevance of dynamic clustering to biological systems was pointed out: 23 clustering can help us to understand the origin and maintenance of diversity and complexity in biological networks. Chaotic itinerancy has motivated new interpretations of dynamic neural activities, biological information processing, perception, and memory. 41 Experimental evidence of dynamical clustering in a population of globally coupled chaotic electrochemical oscillators has been recently found. 42, 43 The experimental system consists of an array of chaotically dissolving nickel electrodes. The current of each electrode can be individually measured and global coupling can be applied with a combination of series and parallel resistors. Several stable cluster configurations and intermittent clustering were observed. Clustering has also been observed with globally coupled periodic relaxation oscillators 44 as well as in reaction diffusion systems [45] [46] [47] [48] and moderately coupled electrochemical systems 43, 49, 50 with additional global periodic forcing or global feedback.
In this paper we investigate spontaneous transitions among cluster configurations using the electrochemical system. Global coupling is added to nonidentical chaotic oscillators. A precision-dependent number of clusters, cluster configurations, and their transitions are determined using hierarchical cluster trees. The differences between currents of the elements are analyzed and the results are compared to those found for on-off intermittency. [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] 
II. EXPERIMENTAL
A standard three-electrode electrochemical cell consisting of a nickel working electrode array ͑64 1 mm diameter electrodes in 8ϫ8 geometry with 2 mm spacing͒, a Hg/Hg 2 SO 4 /K 2 SO 4 reference electrode and a Pt mesh counter electrode was used. A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ . The potentials of all of the electrodes in the array were held at the same value (V ϭ1.355 V) with a potentiostat ͑EG&G Princeton Applied Research, Model 273͒. Experiments were carried out in 4.5 M H 2 SO 4 solution at a temperature of 11°C. The solution was stirred with a magnetic stirrer; slow stirring provided an efficient way of removing bubbles formed during the experiment and thus enabling us to save longer time series data without considerable drift. The working electrodes are embedded in epoxy and reaction takes place only at the ends. The currents of the electrodes are measured independently at a sampling rate of 50 Hz, and thus the rate of reaction as a function of position and time is obtained.
The electrodes were connected to the potentiostat through individual parallel resistors (R p ) and through one series collective resistor (R s ). We employed a method of altering the strength of global coupling 42, 44 while holding all other parameters constant. The total external resistance was held constant while the fraction dedicated to individual currents, as opposed to the total current, was varied. A total resistance can be defined as
In these experiments R tot ϭ12.9 ⍀. The series resistor couples the electrodes globally. The parameter ⑀, the ratio of series to total resistance, is a measure of global coupling,
For ⑀ϭ0, the external resistance furnishes no additional global coupling; for ⑀ϭ1, maximal external global coupling is achieved. Some features of dynamical clustering have been explored in our previous studies. 42, 43, 57 In those experiments time series of approximately 100 s were used; we were able to show the existence of stable and intermittent clusters. In order to obtain statistical information and to investigate spontaneous transitions among cluster states, longer time series are needed. We have therefore changed the data handling system to increase the length of recorded time series by a factor of 10, or up to 1000 s or approximately 1500 oscillations. There is a trade-off, however. This experiment, as is typical for all chemical and physical experiments, has unavoidable drift and noise. Increasing the length of measurements, holding all other features constant, would increase the total drift over the course of a measurement. In order to decrease the amount of drift, we added a small amount of stirring to the system. This stirring has two additional effects: one that we can counteract, the other not. The stirring im- poses a local coupling among the elements at a length scale of approximately 1 mm; 12, 13 we avoid the effect of local coupling by increasing the spacing among elements, here to 2 mm. The second effect of the stirring is to increase the noise levels slightly. Thus, we carry out these experiments under conditions where there is almost no ͑very weak͒ local coupling, very little drift, but with slightly greater external noise compared to earlier experiments. There is some heterogeneity among the oscillators. Without coupling the mean frequency of the set of 64 chaotic oscillators is 1.47 Hz with a standard deviation of 27 mHz. A reconstructed attractor of a representative single element of the array is shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ . Figure 2 shows the effect of added global coupling to the array of chaotic oscillators. In these space-time plots of current for the globally coupled oscillators the ordering of the elements is, of course, arbitrary; nevertheless, the overall structure can be seen. The space-time plot without added global coupling ͑⑀ϭ0͒ is shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ . In a recent study it was shown that in this very weakly coupled region the oscillators behave independently, i.e., local coupling effects are also very small. 12, 13 The mean current fluctuations follow the law of large numbers with increasing system size. Identical synchronization 58, 59 is obtained at maximal added global coupling ͓⑀ϭ1.0, Fig. 2͑b͔͒ ; in this synchronized state small variations in the measured signals among the elements exist because of heterogeneity in the array, noise, and measurement error. At an intermediate coupling strength ͓⑀ϭ0.75, Fig. 2͑c͔͒ dynamical clustering, or condensation, occurs. 42 In these experiments two clusters typically form. All the elements in a cluster follow the same chaotic trajectory, but each cluster has its own dynamics. In the example shown here, one cluster has 35 elements and the other 29.
III. RESULTS
Figures 2͑d͒ and 2͑e͒ show the difference between the currents of electrodes in the same or different clusters, respectively. The difference between elements in the same cluster is very small while that in different clusters shows oscillations with an amplitude on the order of the amplitude of local current oscillations.
In Fig. 2 , windows of 10 s are shown; this window is only 1% of the entire time series of 1000 s. During the entire time series, transitions between cluster configurations were observed even for ⑀ϭ0.75, where the clusters are fairly stable. We attribute these transitions to the counterplay of an increased amount of noise due to stirring and heterogeneities. Noise and heterogeneities are important characteristics of experimental systems. The dynamical features of cluster formation under these conditions will be described below.
A. Hierarchical cluster trees
Cluster trees, made from the entire time series of 1000 s, are presented for eight values of the global coupling strength in Fig. 3 . Kaneko used hierarchical cluster trees and precision-dependent clustering to characterize the synchronization structure of globally coupled maps. 3 We use a related procedure ͑the average distance clustering algorithm of Matlab͒ to construct hierarchical cluster trees from our continuous experimental data. The dynamics are reconstructed for each element using time delay coordinates ͑delay time: 0.1 s, embedding dimension: 3͒. At selected N times ͑here every 2 s͒ the three-state space coordinates of each element are recorded. The jth observation of the kth element is x j,k , where x j,k is a three-dimensional vector, jϭ1, . . . ,N, k ϭ1, . . . ,64. The distances (␦ k,l ) among the observation vectors (X k ϭ͕x 1,k ,x 2,k ,...,x N,k ͖) of each pair of elements in the Nϫ3-dimensional space are determined (␦ k,l ϭ͉X k ϪX l ͉) and a cluster tree is constructed using an average distance algorithm. Element k is classified to belong to cluster of a set of elements with precision E if ͉X k ϪX ͉ ϽEͱN, where X is the mean value of observation vectors of the cluster. The clustering distance ͑the error limit for clusters͒ is multiplied by ͱN for a direct comparison with the diameter of a single attractor ͑about 0.5 mA͒. The number of points at a given clustering distance ͑E͒ shows the number of clusters to within that precision. The plots consist of many inverted U-shaped lines connecting the different clusters in a hierarchical tree.
At ⑀ϭ0 ͓Fig. 3͑a͔͒ the cluster tree consists mainly of individual elements; a sharp transition to the one cluster state occurs at about Eϭ0.3 mA. Synchronization is only seen at a large error, comparable to the size of the attractor. At ⑀ϭ0.4 ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒, a similar cluster tree is obtained but the transition occurs at a smaller value of E, about Eϭ0.15 mA. ͑We note that the ordering of the elements is optimized by the procedure; the element numbers are not shown in the figures.͒ With further increasing ⑀ ͓Figs. 3͑d͒-3͑g͔͒ definite twocluster characteristics are seen; the one cluster state is obtained at fairly large error limits EϾ0.2 mA. At ⑀ϭ0.75 ͓Fig. 3͑f͔͒ the system is in a two-cluster state, except for three elements, for a wide region of clustering distance; the splitting of two clusters into many occurs at small error (E Ͻ0.05 mA). With maximal added coupling ͓Fig. 3͑h͔͒ the tree is characterized by the one-cluster state; splitting of the one-cluster state at very small values of E (EϽ0.02 mA) is due to noise, measurement error, and heterogeneities in the array.
The number of clusters and the corresponding configurations depend on the proper choice of the error value at which the clustering procedure is done. The number of clusters as a function of the error is shown in Fig. 4 at three representative coupling strengths ͑⑀ϭ0, 0.75, 1͒. At these three values the number of clusters are ͑large, two, one͒ for ͑⑀ϭ0, 0.75, 1͒, respectively. The cluster trees for this plot were obtained from 10 s of data such that no configuration changes are expected. Reliable estimate of the numbers of clusters can be obtained between Eϭ0.06 and 0.2 mA. We thus define clusters throughout this paper to be groups of elements that fall within Eϭ0. 13 Fig. 5 . The number of clusters varies from 2 to 12 in this population of 64 oscillators. As the coupling strength is increased, both the mean number of clusters and the variation become smaller. In the cluster region ͓⑀ϭ0.75, Fig. 5͑d͔͒ , the system stays in the two-cluster state ͑except for a single excursion to one cluster state͒. At ⑀ϭ0.85 ͑bottom panel͒ there are alternately onecluster and two-or three-cluster states. A further increase of global coupling strength to the maximum value of ⑀ϭ1.0 yields the synchronized ͑one-cluster͒ state ͑not shown͒.
B. Some transitions
We shall now consider in somewhat more detail some of the transitions of number of clusters remains 2 for long times, there are some changes of cluster configurations in which elements switch between the two clusters. During the measured 1500 oscillations there were 65 transitions; however, 50 of them involved only two elements ͑35 and 27͒. Therefore, except for these two elements, the clustering is fairly stable against heterogeneities and noise. Two changes of configurations are shown in Fig. 7 . At about tϭ340 s and tϭ360 s element 44 and element 35, respectively, switch clusters; thus a ͑37,27͒→͑36,28͒→͑35,29͒ transition occurs ͓Figs. 7͑d͒-7͑f͔͒. These elements also can be seen on the hierarchical cluster tree ͓Fig. 7͑c͔͒. Elements 35 and 44 branch off at relatively large error. Element 27 also branches off at large error, however, in this time interval it does not change clusters. Thus, at ⑀ϭ0.75, the transitions are very simple, rare, and the switch of only one element is observed.
At somewhat weaker coupling, ⑀ϭ0.725, the transitions are more complicated. A time series of the number of elements in the two largest clusters are shown in Fig. 8 . Although the system is mainly in a two-cluster state, there are many transitions and some of the transitions affect more than one element. The system occasionally enters three or four cluster regions, but the times in the states with more clusters are very short and thus the number of elements in those clusters are not shown. At the beginning of the experiment we see a moderately unbalanced cluster configuration ͑39,25͒. A two-cluster configuration, with slowly varying numbers of elements in the two clusters, is seen throughout most of the 1000 s. ͑Two exceptions, viz., 340 sϽtϽ510 s and 850 sϽtϽ950 s will be discussed below.͒ Outside these two regions we usually see transitions in which a relatively small number of elements are involved. For example, we can see transitions with the change of only one element ͓similar to those shown in Figs. 7͑d͒-7͑f͔͒ . A simple transition between two ͑40,24͒ cluster configurations at tϭ742 s with the involvement of two elements is shown in Fig. 9͑a͒ . During the transition one element switches from cluster 1 to cluster 2 and one from cluster 2 to cluster 1; therefore there is no net change in the number of elements in the clusters.
More complicated transitions are seen in the two time intervals of 340 sϽtϽ510 s and 850 sϽtϽ950 s. Prior to the two time intervals, the imbalance in the cluster sizes decreases and the configurations approach a balanced state with approximately the same number of elements in each of the two clusters. In each of these two transition intervals the system diverges from the balanced configuration ͑see Fig. 8͒ . The transition is relatively simple at 850 sϽtϽ950 s; as shown in Fig. 9͑b͒, ͑36,28͒→͑30 ,34͒→͑38,26͒ changes are observed. In the first step six elements from cluster 1 join cluster 2, and a fairly balanced cluster configuration is observed. However, this balanced state does not appear to have a long lifetime and five of the six elements rejoin cluster 1;
some other elements also switch clusters in both directions, thus, on aggregate cluster 1, gains two elements from cluster 2. At the end of the transition we obtain a moderately unbalanced configuration again.
In the interval 340 sϽtϽ510 s, the transitions are more complicated, although there is only a small net change in the number of elements in the two clusters: we see a ͑35,29͒→͑37,27͒ transition ͓Fig. 10͑a͔͒. The hierarchical cluster tree, Fig. 8͑b͒ , aids the understanding of the transition. The branches in the tree are coded with a binary number. 3 At a branch the left side is assigned 0 and the right side is assigned 1. Elements belonging to groups 11 and 01 contain small numbers of elements that branch off at large errors and switch clusters often in the time series. Other elements do not switch clusters at all, or their transitions are rare. Cluster 1 is mainly composed of groups A ͑binary code 00000͒ and B ͑00001͒. Cluster 2 is obtained mainly from groups C ͑10000000͒ and D ͑10000001͒. The subclusters A and B ͑and also C and D͒ are in different branches mainly due to the transitions at 340 sϽtϽ510 s. The cluster configurations during these transitions are shown in Fig. 10͑b͒ . Subgroups A and C constitute the core of clusters 1 and 2, respectively. Up to tϭ344 s subgroups A, B and C, D together with some other elements form a ͑35,29͒ configuration. At tϭ344 s, most elements of subgroup B join cluster 2 and a very unbalanced ͑24,40͒ configuration is obtained. Just after this transition, at tϭ366 s, most of the elements in subgroup D join cluster 1; the resulting state has the same number of elements in the two clusters ͑35,29͒ as the initial state, although the configurations are different. In the next two steps we see a rearrangement of groups B and D to clusters 1 and 2, respectively. During all four transitions some other elements also switch; thus, both the number of elements and the configurations change. However, after all these complicated transitions, only eight elements have changed clusters and cluster 1 gained only two elements. Some elements in the clusters have a strong tendency to remain in it while a smaller number of others are inclined to switch.
At even weaker coupling strengths more transitions and larger changes in the cluster structures occur during a single transition. Figure 11 shows the number of clusters and some transitions at ⑀ϭ0.4. At the beginning of the experiment the system settles on a two-cluster state. Then the clusters break up; a larger number of clusters is observed after which the system settles on a state with a low number of clusters again. Two transitions are shown in Figs. 11͑b͒-11͑d͒ . After the excursions to high-dimensional motions, much of the original cluster information is lost; about half of the elements switch clusters. The excursions to higher-dimensional behavior occurred over a longer time scale; at about tϭ325 s the system enters cluster regions with five to ten clusters; lowerdimensional dynamics are observed only at the end of the time series around tϭ1000 s. The cluster restructuring, the alternation of low-and high-dimensional motions, are characteristics of chaotic itinerancy.
Time series of current differences between some pairs of elements at ⑀ϭ0.4 are shown in Figs. 12͑a͒-12͑c͒ . The variations can be characterized as alternating laminar states, in which the differences are small, and bursting states, in which the differences are large. ͑To determine these regions a threshold of 3 mA was used.͒ These time series have features similar to those of on-off intermittency. In on-off intermittency the power spectrum of the signal scales with an exponent of Ϫ0.5 51, 55, 60 and the distribution of laminar lengths scales with an exponent of Ϫ1.5.
53 Figure 12͑d͒ shows the average power spectrum of 63 pairs of independent current differences ͑the individual power spectra are similar͒. At higher frequencies some peaks can be identified; these peaks also occur in the power spectrum of individual time series. The low-frequency part follows a scaling with an exponent of Ϫ0.5. The distribution of laminar lengths ͓Figs. 12͑e͒, 12͑f͔͒ scales with an exponent of Ϫ1.4, however, there are some deviations at larger lengths. Figure 13 shows the power spectrum and the laminar length distribution at ⑀ϭ0.6 and ⑀ϭ0.7. At ⑀ϭ0.6 the results are similar to those seen at ⑀ϭ0.4. At ⑀ϭ0.7, however, closer to the two large cluster region, the scaling of both power spectrum and laminar length gives exponents ͑Ϫ0.6 and Ϫ1.8, respectively͒ different from those of on-off intermittency. We note that closer to the two-cluster region, the laminar lengths last longer; therefore the determination of the laminar length distribution in the limited 1000 s experiments is less reliable.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this experimental globally coupled chemical reaction system, the cluster dynamics are influenced by the heterogeneity of the individual chaotic elements and by external noise. The cluster configurations were determined using hierarchical cluster trees for a long time series ͑about 1500 oscillations͒ and differences in transitions at different coupling strengths were seen. In a small region of coupling strength, a two-cluster state is very stable, although there are occasional exchanges of a single element between the clusters. For somewhat weaker coupling ͑but close to the stable cluster region͒ the transitions occur more often and involve more than one element. The typical cluster configuration was slightly unbalanced, and as the system slowly evolved to a balanced cluster configuration, large changes in the cluster configuration occurred. The system has hierarchical complexity. Clusters were composed of subclusters that tended to stay together during transitions; subclusters were exchanged among clusters. After the break-up and reconfiguration of clusters the elements had a tendency to return to their original main cluster. After a series of major changes in configuration, the final state was not greatly different than the original state. The system has a memory. Elements are ''loyal'' to their subclusters and the subclusters to the clusters.
At even weaker coupling strengths ͑far from the stable cluster region͒ larger variations in cluster numbers are observed. Transitions in the numbers of clusters from 2 to 12 in the 64-element system are observed. Substantial rearrangements of clusters are observed and much of the information about the original clustering is lost. There is a chaotic itinerant motion among the low-dimensional, two-cluster states and high-dimensional many-cluster states. The synchronization and divergence of pairs of elements show power spectrum and laminar length scaling similar to that of on-off intermittency.
This chemically reacting system exhibits dynamical transitions among cluster configurations. In spite of small drift and inherent noise sufficiently long time series can be recorded to characterize low-and high-dimensional chaotic dynamics. The globally coupled set of electrochemical oscillators is a model experimental system for the study of dynamical clustering and chaotic itinerancy.
